
ICON Technologies Offers Spin Weld Drivers to
Affix Spin Fittings to ICON Fresh Water Tanks
for RVs

Winkler, Manitoba-based company offers

spin weld drivers for secure installation of

fittings on RV fresh water tanks,

enhancing durability and performance.

WINKLER, MANITOBA, CANADA, July 26,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- ICON

Technologies Limited, a leading supplier of RV replacement and enhancement parts, offers spin

weld drivers designed specifically for affixing spin fittings to ICON fresh water tanks for

recreational vehicles (RVs). This tool addresses common installation challenges and offers

improved durability compared to existing market options to RV owners in the United States and

Canada.

Engineered in-house by ICON's team of experts, these spin weld drivers were initially developed

to meet the company's own manufacturing needs. Recognizing the tool's potential to benefit the

broader RV community, ICON has decided to make it available to the public.

"Our spin weld drivers represent a significant improvement over what's currently available in the

market," said Mr. John Loewen, President and CEO of ICON. "We've redesigned the shaft to be

more robust, greatly reducing the risk of bending when installing fittings on uneven surfaces.

This not only enhances the installation process but also ensures a more secure and long-lasting

connection."

The spin weld drivers are compatible with rotationally molded waste and fresh water tanks

known for their durability and innovative design. These tanks, along with ICON's waste holding

tanks, are manufactured using advanced thermoforming and rotational molding techniques,

allowing for custom shapes and sizes to fit various RV models.

Key Features and Benefits:

•  Robust Design: The redesigned shaft of the spin weld drivers resists bending, ensuring

longevity and consistent performance.
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•  Versatility: Suitable for both waste and fresh water tanks, providing a comprehensive solution

for RV maintenance and modifications.

•  Enhanced Durability: Engineered to withstand the rigors of installation, the spin weld drivers

are built to last, making them a reliable tool for both professionals and DIY enthusiasts.

ICON Technologies' dedication to exceptional service extends beyond its product offerings. The

company prides itself on providing comprehensive support to its customers, including:

•  Technical expertise: ICON’s knowledgeable team is always happy to answer questions and

provide guidance on product selection and application.

•  Extensive product selection: ICON offers a comprehensive range of RV parts and accessories

catering to diverse needs and preferences.

•  Reliable warranty: ICON stands behind its products with a one-year warranty that provides

peace of mind to its customers.

•  Customer-centric approach: ICON prioritizes customer satisfaction and is committed to

exceeding expectations through exceptional service and support.

For RV enthusiasts and professionals across the United States, ICON's products are easily

accessible. The company offers free shipping on orders over $700 within the continental U.S.,

with expedited shipping options available for those requiring faster delivery.

As ICON Technologies celebrates over 25 years in the industry, the introduction of these spin

weld drivers reaffirms their dedication to innovation and customer service. "We're constantly

looking for ways to improve the RV experience," Loewen added. "These drivers are just one

example of how we're addressing real needs in the market." 

For more information about ICON Technologies’ RV products, please visit the company website

at https://www.icondirect.com/ or call +1-888-362-4266. Stay updated on the latest news and

insights by following ICON Technologies’ blog at https://www.icondirect.com/blog/.

### 

About ICON Technologies:   

ICON Technologies is a privately held corporation that provides innovative custom

thermoformed solutions to OEM customers, helping customers enhance the functionality and

practicality of their OEM products, and supplying quality RV products through a strong

international network of RV aftermarket distributors. 

https://www.icondirect.com/
https://www.icondirect.com/blog/


Contact Details: 

925 Roblin Blvd E 

Winkler, MB R6W 0N2 

Canada 

Note to Editors: 

•  ICON Direct offers a comprehensive one-year warranty on its products. Details regarding the

warranty coverage can be found on the company's website.

•  ICON Direct provides a customer-friendly return and exchange policy for added peace of

mind.

•  For further information on ICON Direct's shipping policy and delivery timelines, please visit the

company's website.
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